DataTrack’s Biomechanical
Projections
vs. Racing Performance
Saratoga Select Sales 2012-2015

Beginning in 2012, DataTrack expanded its biomechanical and
Cardio Score services at the Saratoga Select Sales by creating
Master Lists of all those yearlings which clients asked us to
analyze plus our selection of yearlings based strictly on
conformation-to-the-eye.
Regardless of how the yearlings got on the list, each one which
was analyzed was given a Racing Grade and Cardio Grade. These
Grades reflect DataTrack’s projections of what quality one would
expect from that yearling as a racehorse if all things went well after
the horse was put into training.
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Horses which are graded A, B+ or B are those we consider most
likely to succeed as racehorses at the highest levels.
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Horses which are rated C+ are those which we feel are capable of
earning black type at any level given favorable circumstances.
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Horses which were graded either C or D are ones we strongly
recommend be passed by.
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We looked at these projections for the sales through 2015
(youngest now three years old) and race records were compiled
through July 20, 2017.
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On the left are the percentages of all stakes horses according to the
grades assigned at the sales. Note that the stakes won by C & D
grade horses were Listed or Restricted, and the Graded stakes
placers in that group were well beaten.
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American Pharoah, Songbird and Tapwrit were selected by
DataTrack to be analyzed and all earned high grades.
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(continued next page)

Of the horses on the list, 42% were rated A, B+ or B, 16% were
rated C+, and 42% were rated C or D.
It may be surprising that just as many horses were rated
unacceptable as those rated Best in Sale, but that is why
DataTrack’s services are in demand—sometimes the algorithm is
much sharper than the eye.

On the left is a chart which shows the difference in average purses
earned by the three Graded groups; on the right is the average
Standards Starts Index (SSI) for each Grade group.
DataTrack offers flexible packages for those who wish to engage
our services for the Saratoga Select or New York-Bred sales.
Call or e-mail us (see below) if you are interested. Thank you!
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Bob Fierro: (718) 746-8272 ~ (cell) (917) 705-1108 (bbfq@earthink.net)

(Website: www.biodatatrack.com)
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Jay Kilgore: (859) 333-5460 (jay@biodatatrack.com)
Frank Mitchell (859) 420-1220 (fjm@dr.com)

